Content-based image retrieval is demanding accurate with efficient retrieval approaches to index and retrieve the most similar images from the huge image databases. This paper introduces a novel local neighbourhood based robust colour occurrence descriptor (LCOD) to encode the colour information present in the local structure of the image. The colour information is processed in two steps: first, the number of colour is reduced into a less number of shades by quantizing the RGB colour space; second, the reduced colour shade information of the local neighbourhood is used to compute the descriptor. A local colour occurrence binary pattern is generated for each pixel of the image by representing each reduced colour shade occurrence in its local neighbourhood using a binary pattern. The descriptor is constructed by summing the local colour occurrence binary patterns of all the pixels in the image. LCOD is tested over the natural and colour texture databases for content based image retrieval and experimental results suggest that LCOD outperforms other state-of-theart descriptors. The performance of the proposed descriptor is promising in the case of illumination difference, rotation and scaling also and it can be effectively used for accurate image retrieval under various image transformations.
Introduction
The demand of efficient image retrieval is rapidly increasing for the purpose of retrieving most visually appropriate similar images. Broadly, image retrieval is categorized into three types according to its usability: text-based, contentbased, and semantic-based. In the early days, text based approaches were being used for image retrieval but the scope of such methods got reduced upon the existence of Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) because retrieving images from its content are more visually accurate [1] . The main aim of CBIR is to facilitate efficient searching, browsing and matching over large databases either offline or online opening an active research area in the field of computer vision for more than decades. The efficiency of the any CBIR system primarily depends upon the discriminating ability present in their image feature descriptions. To describe the semantic concepts and to be able to get the results close to human perception, semantic image retrieval algorithms are used by some researchers [2] [3] [4] . Semantic gap is also considered in CBIR to enhance the retrieval performance close to semantic retrieval [5] . Image retrieval is also being used for medical diagnostic purposes [6] . MPEG-7 software is designed by Chang et al. to provide a research friendly platform [7] . In order to extract the features for the classification, Zhang et al. optimized the matrix mapping with data dependent kernel [8] . Representation-based nearest feature plane is proposed in [9] to reduce the computational complexity nearest feature plane for pattern recognition.
Several methods to represent the image in the form of feature description are proposed for image retrieval and classification [10] [11] [12] . These methods used low level pixel details of the image such as colour, texture, shape, gradient, orientation etc. in the form of pattern to represent the whole image. Visual features can be computed in two ways: globally and locally. Several approaches have been designed to extract the global [13] and local [14] [15] feature descriptions of the image.
Colour is a very important visual cue and widely used in CBIR systems. Chen et al. [16] used the colour information to represent the image features by using the image colour distributions. Colour Difference Histogram (CDH) is designed for colour image analysis [17] . CDH is based on the colour information and spatial layout. CDH represents the image using the colour difference of two pixels in the image for each colour and edge orientation. The use of edge information limits the scale and rotation invariance of the CDH. Colour features is also being used in image hashing, e.g. very recently a robust hashing method is introduced by Tang et al. [18] which combines the colour vector angles with discrete wavelet transform.
Texture feature is important visual information and widely adopted to represent the images. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is the most popular texture feature and it is widely used in many applications [19] . Various LBP based approaches [14] [15] [20] [21] have been also reported and became more popular because of their highly accurate retrieval performance and simplicity. LBP and LBP based descriptors can be used efficiently to match the images having some geometric and photometric transformations. Most of these methods have not considered the colour information of the image which is most important in the CBIR systems and the performance of such methods can be boosted effectively using colour information in their framework.
Images are also represented by different types of structures present in the image [22] [23] [24] . Liu et al. [22] represented the co-occurrence matrix properties using histogram and proposed a multi-texton histogram as a feature descriptor for image retrieval. Liu et al. [23] have introduced microstructure descriptors but it does not consider the rotation of the objects. Structure Element Histogram (SEH) is presented in [24] which integrate texture with colour feature. First, the image is quantized in HSV colour space to reduce the number of colours and descriptor is constructed over that quantized image. However, the dimension of the SEH feature descriptor is high and also it is not fully rotation invariant. These structures based methods shown promising results in image retrieval but their performance degrades under illumination, rotation and scaling. Recently, we introduced an illumination compensation mechanism using an intensity reduction to cope with the illumination problem [25] . An interleaved intensity order based descriptor is also proposed recently for rotation and illumination invariant image matching [26] .
It is hard to represent an image using only one type of features such as colour or texture. Therefore, it becomes highly desirable to merge these features in such a way that dimensionality should not increase too much. To overcome the drawbacks of the above mentioned descriptor, a novel colour based descriptor is proposed in this paper. The colour descriptor is computed in two steps: 1) number of colours is reduced by quantizing the RGB colour space; 2) local colour occurrence binary patterns are generated for each pixel; and finally each binary pattern is aggregated to find a single pattern. Most of the low-level features based on the colour, texture, shape and spatial location cues are reviewed in [27] [28] and point out that image retrieval now uses the feedback mechanism to improve the performance which is obviously a complex process. In this paper, we achieved the best performance by using only low-level feature i.e. colour and occurrences. The novelty of proposed descriptor is with the binary coding of the local colour occurrences (i.e. colour occurrence binary pattern extraction). Basically most of the descriptors such as LBP [19] consider only the boundary pixels of the local regions but we have considered all the pixels of the local region. Other methods such as CDH [17] use the colour differences to encode the descriptor which looses significant information whereas we used the local colour occurrences to construct the descriptor. SEH [24] uses a limited number of structure elements (i.e. 5 structure elements) to avoid the high dimensionality which restricts its discriminating power. Proposed descriptor also differs from the widely used co-occurrence matrices because it does not depend upon the occurrence of a pixel value w.r.t. other pixel value at a particular offset [29] . The proposed feature descriptor is tested in the image retrieval framework over various natural and colour textural databases and found promising results and also exhibit rotation and scale invariance property.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 is dedicated to the RGB colour space quantization; section 3 introduces the proposed concept; section 4 exhibits the distance measure and evaluation criteria; section 5 presents the experimental results; and finally section 6 concludes the article.
2.
Colour quantization RGB colour images contain three channels representing Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) colours respectively. According to the RGB colour space, the range of shades is [0, l-1], where l is the number of distinguished shades in each channel. The number of different colours possible in this colour space is l 3 , which is a large number. Considering all the colours for feature description is not feasible because the dimension of the descriptor should be minimal as possible. We quantize RGB colour space such as it becomes a single channel with reduced number of shades. To reduce the complexity of the computation, RGB colour space is quantized into q×q×q=q 3 bins with each colour is quantized into q bins, where q << l. To retain equal weighting of each colour, all colour components are quantized into equal number of bins. The steps involved in the quantization are as follows: (1) Divide each Red, Green and Blue component of image I into q shades from l shades respectively. The reduced colour components (i.e. R red , G red and B red ) are computed as,
where, ┌ ┐is the ceiling operator and = / . (2) Combine all three components R red , G red and B red into a one-dimension to construct the reduced colour image I red as follows,
We quantize each colour of the RGB image into equal number of shades which retains the symmetric information. Liu et al. [22] also quantized RGB colour space into 64 shades whereas [23] and [24] quantized HSV colour space into 72 shades and [17] quantized L * a * b * colour space into 90 shades. In this paper, the value of q is chosen as 4 which lead to the 64 number of different shades after quantization.
3.
Descriptor construction
In this section, we describe the construction process of proposed Local Neighbourhood Based Robust Colour Occurrence Descriptor (LCOD). The descriptor will be computed over quantized image obtained in the previous section. Here, we focus to constructing the descriptor only on the basis of colour features of the image. The whole construction consists of two steps. In the first step, a local colour occurrence binary pattern is generated for each pixel in the image in its local neighbourhood. In the second step, the binary patterns of all pixels of the image are aggregated to find a single pattern.
Local neighbourhood based colour occurrence binary pattern
The performance of most of the descriptors is restricted under geometric and photometric transformation conditions because they use spatial information. To overcome this problem, we considered the local occurrences of individual reduced colour shades over a local neighbouring region. A local colour occurrence binary pattern is generated for each pixel of the image. First, we find the number of occurrences for each shade in local neighbourhoods and represent it in binary form. Finally, the binary pattern for each shade is concatenated to obtain a single pattern for that pixel. The binary pattern generated for each pixel is used to construct the descriptor. Let I be an image of size m×n and I red is the image obtained after quantization of I. We represent the number of occurrences of shade c within D distance local neighbourhood of pixel P(x, y) of image I red by ℕ ( , ) , , where ∈ 1, 3 , ∈ + 1, − , and ∈ + 1, − . The D distance local neighbourhood of pixel P(x, y) consists of all those pixels P(x', y') which fulfils the following criteria,
where '| |' is the operator to find the absolute value and 'max(x, y)' is the operator to find the maximum value among
x and y. The maximum possible value of D is
, where 'min(x, y)' is the operator to find the minimum value among x and y and ' ' is the operator to find the largest integer not greater than .
The binary pattern of length k for shade c within the D distance local neighbourhood of pixel P(x, y) of image I red is defined as, 
,
where ( Note that, the length k of binary pattern of each shade should be sufficiently large to avoid the under length problem in the decimal to binary conversion. The value of k is decided according to the maximum possible value of ℕ ( , ) , which is (2 + 1) 2 . Mathematically, k is given as,
where the operator finds the smallest integer not less than . The final binary pattern ( , ) for pixel P(x, y) over its D distance neighbourhood is obtained by concatenating the patterns
for each shade c and defined as,
where , is the element of the pattern ( , ) and computed as follows,
where ' ' is a function defined as follows,
where the operator ' ' finds the remainder of the division of by .
The dimension of final binary pattern ( , ) is given as,
where , , = and k is defined in (8) . To illustrate the methodology to compute the final binary pattern for a given pixel, we have considered an example in Fig. 1 . In this example, we find the pattern for the middle pixel (i.e. 3,3 ) having shade value 3 (highlighted in green in Fig. 1 ) by considering the value of D as 2 and 1. Only 5 different shades are considered in this example (i.e. c = [1, 5] ). In Fig. 1(a) , the value of D is considered as 2 such that the maximum possible value of ℕ (3, 3) ,2 becomes 25 (i.e., (2 + 1) 2 ). The number of occurrences of shade c (i.e.
ℕ (3,3)
,2 ) is 6, 5, 4, 5, and 5 for c = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. The value of k will be 5 in the example of Fig. 1 (a) such that the maximum possible number of occurrence 25 can be represented in the k-bit binary form.
is computed by concatenating 3, 3 ,2 for c = [1, 5] which is binary representation of ℕ (3, 3) ,2 . Similarly,
is also computed in the Fig. 1(b) for the same example of Fig. 1(a) . The value of k is 4 in Fig. 1(b) because the maximum possible number of occurrence is 9 when the value of D is considered as 1. The length of is 25 in Fig. 1(a) , whereas it is 20 in Fig. 1(b) .
Local neighbourhood based robust colour occurrence descriptor
A local colour occurrence binary pattern is generated for each pixel of the image over its local neighbourhood of maximum distance D. Now, we have m×n (i.e. size of the image) number of binary patterns each of length k×q 3 and our aim is to combine these binary patterns to form a single pattern. If we simply concatenate each binary pattern to obtain a single pattern then the dimension of the resulting pattern will be m×n×k×q 3 which is too high to facilitate the efficient storing and matching. To obtain the low dimensional and efficient descriptor, we adopted bitwise addition of each binary pattern. The descriptor des obtained after bin-wise addition is given as,
The construction process of des depends upon the size of the image (i.e. the values of m and n). The values of the elements of des will be larger for the higher resolution images and vice-versa, i.e.,
To overcome the effect of image size over the descriptor, we normalize the des such that it becomes invariant to the scale of the image. Normalization is carried out in such a way that the sum of resultant descriptor becomes 1. The final local colour occurrence descriptor (LCOD) is given as,
The pseudo code for the proposed LCOD descriptor is summarized in the Algorithm-1. The computation complexity for LCOD is given by O( ) (i.e. only for the second loop) because D is a constant so first loop will not considered in time complexity. In other words, we can say that the computation time complexity of LCOD descriptor is of the order of O(n).
(1: 1,1: 2, ) = ( + + 1: 1 − + , + + 1: 2 − + ) In this paper, we use two distance measures used in SEH [24] and CDH [17] respectively. Let F = {f 1 , f 2 , … , f dim } be the feature vector for the images in the database and T = {t 1 , t 2 , … , t dim } be the feature vector of the query image where dim is the dimension of the descriptor. The distance metric used in [23] is defined as, (16) and the distance metric used in [17] is defined as, . We used these two distance measures for fair comparison because we compared the proposed method with SEH and CDH in the result section. Basically both distance measures find the binwise displacement with respect to the total possible displacement. The main difference between both distances is that uses the mean of both feature vectors to avoid the same displacement for different set of feature points.
Evaluation criteria
In content based image retrieval, the main task is to find most similar images of a query image in the whole database. We adopted Precision and Recall curves to represent the effectiveness of proposed descriptor. For a particular database, we define the average retrieval precision (ARP) and average retrieval rate (ARR) from the average precision and the average recall of each category of that database.
Where is the total number of categories in that database, and are the average precision and average recall respectively for a particular category of that database and defined as,
Where is the number of images in the j th category of that database, P and R are the precision and recall for a query image and defined by the following equation,
where NS is the number of similar images retrieved, NR is the number of images retrieved, and ND is the number of similar images in the whole database. We have considered 10 values of the NR from 10 to 100 with an interval of 10.
Experiments and results
In this section, we test the robustness and discriminating power of proposed local colour occurrence descriptor (LCOD) under rotation, different scale and illumination change conditions. We also compare proposed descriptor with state-ofthe-art descriptors in CBIR systems over various databases.
Databases

Corel-10k database
In order to evaluate the proposed descriptor, a standard Corel Database for Content based Image Retrieval [30] is used in this paper. A large number of images having different details are present in the Corel image database ranging from natural scenarios and outdoor sports to animals. We refer this database as the Corel-10k database. The Corel-10k database consists of the 80 categories having nearly more than 100 images in each category totaling 10800 images in the database. The images in a particular group are category-homogeneous. The resolutions of the images are either 120 × 80 or 80 × 120 pixels.
Corel-1k database
We also evaluate proposed descriptor on the Corel-1k database which is a subset of the Corel-10k database. In the Corel1k database, we have considered 10 categories of Corel-10k database namely dinosaur, fitness, bus, ship, flower, mountain, butterfly, elephant, fish and horse. In Corel-1k, each category contains 100 images; totaling 1000 images.
Corel-rotated database
In order to emphasize the performance of proposed descriptor under rotation, we synthesized a Corel-rotated database by rotating all images of Corel-1k with angle 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. Corel-rotated database contains same 10 categories as of Corel-1k but the number of images in each category becomes 400 including rotated images; totaling 4000 images in Corel-rotated database.
Corel-scale database
We synthesized a Corel-scale database also by scaling all the images of Corel-1k at the scales of 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, and 1.5. Corel-scale database contains 500 images for each category with 5000 total number of images.
Corel-illumination database
To test the performance of the descriptor under monotonic intensity change, we synthesized Corel-illumination database by adding -60, -30, 0, 30, and 60 in the all channels (i.e. Red, Green and Blue) of the images of the Corel-1k database. Thus, the Corel-illumination database consists of the 5000 images with 500 images per categories.
MIT-VisTex database
In this experiment, we used MIT-VisTex database consisting of 40 different images. The images are having 512×512 dimension and collected from the [31] . We created a database of 640 images (i.e. 40×16) by partitioning each 512×512 image into sixteen 128×128 non overlapping sub-images.
STex Database
We also used STex-512-splitted database from [32] for retrieval experiment. This database consists of the 7616 numbers of colour images of dimension 128×128 from 26 categories.
Experimental Results
Local colour occurrence descriptor (LCOD) uses the colour information of the image in an effective manner to describe the local features. Until specified, RGB colour space is quantized into 64 numbers of bins (i.e. q = 4) and the value of D is considered as 1 (i.e. k = 4) to compute the LCOD descriptor which leads to a descriptor of dimension 256-bin. Image retrieval results are represented by ARP and ARR curves by presenting ARP and ARR at y-axis and a number of retrieved images at x-axis. We evaluated proposed descriptor in terms of the ARP by changing distance metric, colour space, distance of the local neighbourhood, number of quantization, levels of quantization and step between two adjacent centre pixels over Corel-1k database (Fig. 2) . We evaluated the LCOD descriptor using two distance metric d SEH and d CDH introduced in [24] and [17] respectively (see Fig. 2(a) ). The performance of our descriptor in terms of ARP using d SEH is better over Corel-1k database. In the rest of the paper, we use d SEH distance to find the distance. Proposed descriptor is designed by uniform quantization of RGB colour space into 64 bins, whereas, SEH quantized HSV colour space into 72 bins by giving more weight to the Hue channel (i.e. H channel is divided into 8 bins and S and V channels are divided into 3 bins each) and CDH quantized L*a*b* colour space into 90 bins giving more weight to the L* channel (i.e. L* channel is divided into 10 bins and a* and b* channels are divided into 3 bins each). We also used the quantization technique used by SEH and CDH with our descriptor and compared it with original LCOD (i.e. using RGB colour quantization) on the Corel-1k Fig. 2(b) and found that RGB colour space quantization is better suited for LCOD descriptor. In the rest of the paper LCOD descriptor is designed by RGB colour quantization. The efficiency of LCOD descriptor also depends upon the size of local neighbourhood under consideration (i.e. D). We tested it over Corel-1k database and observed that increasing the distance of local neighbourhood lowers the performance of the descriptor as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) . In the rest of the paper the value of D is considered as 1. We also observed that changing the number of quantization levels does not guidance any benefits as depicted in Fig. 2(d) . We tested LCOD descriptor constructed by considering q as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (i.e. number of quantization level is 8, 27, 64, 125, 216 and 343) over the Corel-1k database. The dimension of the LCOD descriptor is 32, 98, 256, 500, 864 and 1372 when q is set 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively. It is observed across the plot that for q=2 the results are not good and for q=5, q=6 and q=7 the results are not too improved as the dimension of the descriptor is increased. Between q=3 and q=4, the results for q=4 is better and the descriptor dimension is also reasonable. In the rest of the paper the value of q is considered as 4 which lead to the 64 distinct quantization levels. The dimension of the LCOD descriptor also depends upon the value of the D as depicted in Table 1 are 81 and 121 respectively and both require at least 7 bits to represent it in binary form. The neighbouring points close to the centre pixel provide more relevant information in the construction of the descriptor. The comparison also made between the linear and nonlinear RGB quantization in Fig. 2(e) . We considered the levels of quantization at linear and nonlinear intervals (i.e. both increasing and decreasing steps) and found that the performance is better for nonlinear quantization with increasing step size (i.e. step is less for darker pixels and more for brighter pixels). Although, we have used the linear quantization in this paper but it is suggested to use nonlinear quantization with increasing step size. All the pixels of the image are considered in the process of descriptor construction (i.e. step between two adjacent pixels in either x and y direction is simply one). Here, we experimented by changing the step in both directions and presented the result in Fig.  2 (f) and observed that the performance is decreasing with an increase in the step between two adjacent centre pixel. 
Comparison and discussion
We considered SEH [24] and CDH [17] for comparison with the proposed descriptor LCOD. SEH and CDH are the state-of-art descriptors proposed recently for CBIR system. The dimension of SHE, CDH and LCOD are 360, 108 and 256 respectively. To test the discriminating power of LCOD, we compared it with SEH and CDH using ARP and ARR in We also compared each descriptor over Corel-rotated, Corel-scale and Corel-illumination databases to test the robustness of descriptors for rotation, scaling and lighting conditions respectively and illustrated in Fig. 4 descriptors in the case of both geometric (rotation and scaling) and photometric (illumination) transformations (see Fig.  4(a) ). The improvement using LCOD over SEH and CDH is more in the case of geometric transformations. The better ARP is achieved when images are retrieved using the proposed descriptor as compared to the other descriptors under rotation, scaling and different lighting conditions. The performance of proposed descriptor is also better in most of the categories of the databases as compared to the other approaches (see Fig. 4(b) ). In the case of rotation (i.e. for Corelrotated database), LCOD performs better in 80% categories in terms of average precision than SEH and CDH both. It is observed that 'ship' is the category (i.e. category no. 4) in which LCOD is not dominating in any scenario because of the smoother regions in the images of 'ship' category (i.e. lack of good features). It is evident from Fig. 3-4 that the LCOD descriptor is more discriminating and robust than the SEH and CDH descriptors. Fig. 5(a) are retrieved from the Corel-1k database corresponding to the query image of type 'horse' using SEH, CDH and LCOD descriptors. Out of 10, 9 images are retrieved using LCOD which are relevant to the query image, whereas, only 7 and 4 images are retrieved using SEH and CDH respectively which are relevant to the query image. It means that LCOD is benefited by the relevant colour information and represents the image more semantically because the irrelevant images are retrieved due to similar colour information by SEH and CDH for different category images. Fig. 5(b) shows the image retrieval results from the Corel- rotated database with a query image of type 'ship' using SEH, CDH and LCOD descriptors respectively. Out of 10 retrieved images, only 6 and 8 relevant images are retrieved by SEH and CDH descriptors respectively whereas proposed LCOD descriptor is able to retrieve all 10 relevant images to the query image. Fig. 5 (c) depicts the retrieval results using SEH, CDH and LCOD descriptors in the case of scaling using Corel-scale database. The output images are resized to fit such that the low scale images become blurred. Under scaling, for the considered example, LCOD retrieved 10 relevant images with a precision of 100% whereas SEH and CDH are able to achieve only 50% (5 relevant) and 90% (9 relevant) precision respectively. CDH fails to retrieve all the scaled images of the query image. From this retrieval result, it is deduced that LCOD retrieve more accurate images under scaling condition also as compared to the SEH and CDH. Fig. 5(d) present the retrieval results from the Corel-illumination database (i.e. under monotonic intensity change) using SEH, CDH and LCOD descriptors respectively. In this case, an image of category 'dinosaur' is taken as the query image. Each descriptor gains 100% precision in this case but LCOD and CDH fail to retrieve all the images at different illumination of the same image, whereas SEH are able to retrieve some images having illumination difference. Among the retrieved relevant images, SEH retrieved more semantically correct images than LCOD in the case of photometric transformation but LCOD is better in terms of precision. In this case, the performance of LCOD is better than CDH in both term precision and semantically more accurate.
We conducted the experiments using a system having Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU 650@3.20 GHz processor, 4 GB RAM, and 32-bit Windows 7 Ultimate operating systems. Four cores are used in the computation of computation and execution times. Table 2 depicts the feature extraction time and total retrieval time in seconds for each descriptor over Corel-1k, Corel-10k, MIT-VisTex and STex databases. Both feature extraction and total retrieval time are high for Corel10k and STex databases for each descriptor because these databases are having large number of images. In terms of the feature extraction time, SEH is faster by nearly 6.4 times than LCOD while LCOD is faster by nearly 1.15 times than CDH. The total retrieval time depends upon the dimension of the descriptor and the dimension of CDH. The retrieval using CDH is faster by nearly 2.2 times than LCOD while retrieval using LCOD is faster by nearly 1.6 times than SEH. From the feature extraction and total retrieval time, it is deduced that the extraction of proposed descriptor is more time efficient than CDH descriptor and the retrieval using proposed descriptor is more time efficient than SEH descriptor. From the above experiments, it is deduced that the proposed LCOD descriptor is having a more discriminative ability as well as more robustness to geometric and photometric transformations. The proposed descriptor outperforms other state-of-art descriptors. LCOD has utilized the local colour information effectively to form a colour based descriptor. The computation cost of the LCOD is also comparable with other descriptors. The performance of the LCOD is not better in the categories where planar images are present such as 'ship' because the quantization step will fail in this case to produce the image with more information.
Conclusion
This paper presented an efficient colour based image feature description for CBIR. The proposed descriptor used the concept of finding the quantized colour occurrences into the local neighbourhood of any pixel to achieve the inherent rotation invariance. RGB colour space is quantized into 64 shades to represent the colour feature of the image and local colour occurrences is used to represent the colour feature most efficiently. We extracted the colour occurrences and represent it in the binary form to generate a local colour occurrence binary pattern for each quantized colour shade independently. In this way, proposed local neighbourhood based robust colour occurrence descriptor (LCOD) captures the most relevant local colour information of each quantized colour shade. Proposed descriptor is rotation invariant inherent and describes the image features more efficiently. Our experimental results on natural and colour textural databases including rotation, scale, and illumination cases suggest that the LCOD descriptor performs better than other descriptors and can be effectively applied in the CBIR system. LCOD is more robust towards scale and rotation and outperforms state-of-the-art colour and texture descriptors, especially in the case of geometric and photometric transformations.
